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The rare kaon decay program at BNL is summarized. A brief review of recent results is provided along
with a discussion of prospects for the future of this program. The primary focus is the two golden modes
K+ +X+VF and K; +-r”vF . The first step in an ambitious program to precisely measure both branching ratios
has been successfully completed with the observation of two K++ T+vu events by E787. The 13949experiment
is poised to reach an order of magnitude further in sensitivity and to observe N10 Standard Model events.

1. INTRODUCTION

The AGS has had a broad and rich program
in kaon physics. With the recent successful com-
missioning of the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider
(RHIC), the primary role of the AGS has shifted
to become an injector of heavy ions for RHIC.
Nevertheless, the AGS remains the highest inten-
sity proton synchrotrons in the world and is de-
signed to be available for -20 hours/day when
not filling RHIC, and as such retains an impor-
tant role in the ~S high energy physics (HEP)
program. DOE and BNL have approved and
agreed to fund one new HEP experiment to run
at the AGS between RHIC fills: the E949 experi-
ment which seeks to make a precise measurement
of the branching ratio B (.K+ + T+ VD ).

1.1. K-+7rvi7
The kaon physics program at the AGS is cen-

tered on the two golden modes: K+ -+ z+ VP and
K;+T”vG . These modes are interesting as
there is essentially no theoretical ambiguity in
extracting fundamental CKM parameters from
measurements of the branching ratios[l ,2]. The
theoretical uncertainty in B (K+ -+ m+vz ) is -7%
and is even smaller in B (k’:+ ~“vti ), only w2Yo;
in both cases the hadronic matrix element is ex-
tracted from the K+ -+ n“e+v,, (h’e3 ) decay rate.

The nnitarity of the CKM matrix can be ex-
pressed as

V:sv.d+ Vc:vc,i+ I’;,;wd = Au i- A. + & ==o

with the three vectors ~i = Vi; Vid converging to
form a very elongated triangle in the complex
plane. The !ength of first vector & = VJ, Vud
is precisely determined from Ke3 decay. The
height of the triangle, ImAt, can be measured
by K:+ 7i”vi7 and the length of the third side
At = v$vid is measured by K++ n+ up . Mea-
surements of the two K + WC modes, along with
the well known Kes, will completely determine
the unit arity triangle.

Comparison of CKM parameters as mea-
sured from the golden K+ wv , B; -+ tiK~ and
AMB~ /AMB= modes, provide the best opportu-
nisty to over-constrain the unitary triangle and to
search for new physics. In particular, compar-
isons of

● [Vid I from K+ + n+ vi7 and from the ra-
tio of the mi.xhg frequencies of Bd and B.
mesons AMBa /AMB~ [2],

● /3 from B(K~-+mOVD )/B(K+-+m+VD )
and from the time dependent asymmetry in
the decay B;+ @K~ [3,4]

offer outstanding opportunities to explore the
Standard Model (SM) picture of CP-violation.

The SL4 prediction for the K+ mvD branching
ratios are B(K+ + n-+v~ ) = (0.75+0.29) x 10–l(J
and B(K~+m”z)ti ) = (0.26*0.12)x 10–1[1[1]. In
addition, an upper limit cm B (.K+ -+ T+vi7 ) can
be derived in a theoretically unambiguous way
frbm the current limit on 13s”niixing; this limit is
B(K++T+VD ) <1.32 X 10-lC} [5].
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2. SUMMARY OF RECENT RESULTS:,.,,
A large number of new results are’ available

from se~eral recently completed rare Ron decay
experiments at BNL (running. during1995-98).
There were three experiments running duiing this
period — E787: Search for K_+-+ ~+~~;; E865:
Search for K++ m+p+e- and E871: Search for
K~-+pe . ,:

2.1. Lepton Flavor Violation Se~ches
Two of these experiments, E865 and E871,

made use of the tremendous kaon flu~’ available
at the AGS to push the sensitivity of searches
for physics beyond the SM (BSM),. ~n particu-
lar, to search for lepton flavor violating decays.
These experiments have, or will soon, r~ach single
event sensitivities of W10–12 and have excluded or
severely limited many possible extensions. to the
SM. A summary of limits from these searches for
.BSM physics is provided in Table. 1. The. E871
experiment is finished with all data analysis, but
new results, on K++- x+~+e– and other modes”
are expected from E865 in the near future.

Table 1
Searches for decays not aIIowed in the” standard
model

Decav Mode BR Reference
K;; pe <4.7 x 10–12 E871-98 [6]
K++r+p+e– < 2.8X 10-11 E865.00 [7]
K++X+XO < 5.9X 10-11 E787-02 [8]
K+ -+ m–p+e+ < 5.0X 10-10 E865-00 [9]
K+ -+ #p-e+ < 5.2X 10-10 E865-00 [9]
K+ +- x– e+e+ < 6.4X 10-10 E865-00 [9]
K+ =+ T-p+p+ <3.0 X 10-9 E865-00 [9]
K++n+~ <3.6 X 10–7 E787-02 [10]

2.2. Chiral Perturbation Theory :
A number of other modes have been observed

for the first time, or with significa,:tly larger
statistics than was previously available. These
modes are of interest as a testing ground for Chi-

“-ral Perturbation ‘Theory (Chl?T). ;4”“summary of
these measurements is provided in Table 2.

A byproduct of the E871 search for K; -+ Me ,
and a demonstration of the capabilities of
the experiment is the observation of the
-K; + e+e– decay, with the smallest BR ever
measured for an elementary particle decay. Along
with K~ + e+e- , a very high statistics measure-
ment of the untill recently considered ‘rare’ decay
K; -+ p+p- was made. This mode is very inter-
esting due to its hktorical significance, and to the
fact that the short dktance component of this
decay is sensitive to p or ReAt. The dominant
contribution to this decay is from two real pho-
tons and is well known from QED and the mea-
sured value of B (K;+ Ty ). It may be possible,
with additional theoretical work [21] and/or new
data (for example, from K~ -+ p+p–e+e– from
KTeV at FNAL) to determine the long distance
dispersive contribution to this mode, although
there is, some controversy on thk point [22]. If
all long distance contributions can be calculated,

“ - “tlis--m;astiement ‘wilITS able to provide an in- ‘” -
dependent constraint on At. A summary of the .
K;+ /+1- modes can be found in Table 2.

2.3. CKM Matrix and CP-violation .
The third experiment, E787, was designed to

search for the decay K++ r+vi7 - This exper-
iment made use of the tremendous flux of low
energy kaons to measure this very rare mode ‘
(branching ratio N 10–10) with only one de-
tectable particle in the final state. A summary
of n+ v= results is provided in Table 3.

The first K++ F+vi7 signal was observed, in
the 1!395data sample of the E787 experiment [24].
No new events were seen in the data sampIe from
1996-97 [25], and with a background of 0.08*0-02
events and a signal of one event a branching ra-
tio of 1.5?~:~ x 10–10 was measured. That event
was in fact in a very clean region of the signal
box with a standard model signal to background
ratio of 35. An analysis of the. final E787 data
sample from the last, run in 1998 has recently
been reported [8]. With a measured background
of 0.066 ::”044.025, one new event was observed. The
final plot of range vs. energy from the combined
E787 1995–98 ciata sample for events passing all
other “cuts is shown in Plgure’ Ii” The branch- “‘ ‘‘ ‘”’
ing ratio, as determined from these two events is

,> :.:,.,
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Table 2
Modes of interest to Chiral Perturbation theory

Decay Mode Branching Ratio Events Experiment Ref
K; -+ p+p- (7.24 & 0.17)X 10-9 6200 E871 (2000) PRL 84:1389 [11]
K~-+e+e- (8.7t~:;) X 10-12 4 E871 (1998) PRL 81:4309 [12]
K++ n-+-y-y (6.0 & 1.5+ .7) X 10-7 26 E787 (1997) PRL 79:4079 [13]
K++7r+e+e– (2.94 & .05* .13) X 10-7 10,300 E865 (1999) PRL 83:4482 [14]
K++7r+/L+p- (5.0 *.4 * .6) X 10-s 200 E787 (1997) PRL 79:4’756 [15]
K++ 7r+p+p– (9.22 + .60* .49) X 10-8 430 E865 (2000) PRL 84:2580 [16]
K+ +7r+7r0-y (DE) (4.72+ .77+ .28) X 10-6 360 E787 (2000) PRL 85:4856 [17]
K++- 7r+7r-e+v. (4.11 + .01* .11) x 10-+ 388,270 E865 (2001) PRL 87:221801 [18]
K++P+VPT (SD) (1.33& .12 f .18) X 10-5 2588 E787 (2000) PRL 85:2256 [19]
K+ -+e+vp+p- <5.0 x 10-7 0 E787 (1998) PR D58:012003 [20]

Table 3
Measurements of the CKM Matrix and CP-violation

Decay Mode Branching Ratio Events Experiment Ref
K++ T+zzu (1.57:;:;;) x 1o-1o 2 E787 (2002) PRL 88:041803 [8]
K;+x”vu (T+VD) < 1.7X 10-9 — E787 (2002) indirect [8]
K+d_TOVF <4.3 x 10–5 O E787 (2001) PR D63:032004 [23]

1.57~~:&j x 10–lO. This branching ratio is a fac-
tor of two higher than expected in the SM and
is higher than allowed by the current limit on B~
mixhg. Of course, the uncertainty on the BR
measurement is large due to limited statistics and
new data from the E949 experiment are eagerly
awaited.

The new event found in the 1998 data sample
is in a relatively clean region of the accepted sig-
nal region: the SM signal to background ratio for
this event is 3.6. An event display is shown in
Figure 2.

From the 90% CL limits 0.56 x 10–10 <
B(K++T+VD ) < 3.9 x 10–10 a limit on the
branching ratio of the neutral mode can be de-
rived [4]

B(K~+TOVV ) < 4.4 X B(K++-m+vD )

< 1.7X 10-9 (90% CL).

Limits on lVtd] and ,lt can be obtained (these are
l-a limits except for lm~t which is 90% CL),

0.007< Ivtd\ <0.030,

2.9 X 10–4 < IA*I < 1.2x 10-’,

–(3:88 x 10=3 < 3?e& <1.2 x 10–3,

ImAt <1.1 x 10–3.

a . .

Even with the large statistical error, this new
measurement of B(K+ -+ m-+VD ) provides a non-
trivial contribution to global fits of the CKM pa-
rameters [5]. The constraints on & from this re-
sult are shown in Figure 3. The constraints from
the other golden B modes, AMBd /AMB3 and
B; -+ +K~ are shown on the same plot. One
can immediately see that the allowed region
is tightly constrained to a narrow crescent by
K++ X+VF and AMBd /AivlB~ . New data from
the successor to E787, E949 will make a signifi-
cant contribution to our knowledge of the CKM
parameters.

In addition, E787 has searched for the decay
K+ -+ n+ VF in the pion kinematic region below

the K+ +T+mo (Kmz) peak [26]. This region
contains more of the K+ + z+ vz phase space,
but is complicated by a significant background
from K-y + n+no decays with the n+ scattering
in the scintillating fiber target and down-shifting
its kinematics into the search region. The data
from the 1996 run of E787 h,as been analyzed
(-J20% of the entire E’i87 data sample). One
event was observed in the search region, consis-
tent. with the .backgmund estimate of 0.73.& 0.18.
This implies an upper limit on B (K++ m-~v= )

—.
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Figure 1. Final E787 plot of range vs. en-
ergy for events passing all other cuts. The cir-
cles are for 1998 data and the triangles are for
1995–97 data. Twocleaa K_+-+ ~,+@e vents
are seen in the box. The remaining~events are
K+ -+ X+r” background. A K++- T?VF Monte
Carlo sample (dots) is overlayed on the data.,.

<4.2 x 10–9 (90Y0 C,L.), and is consistent with
the 2 events observed above the Kr2, peak and
the SM spectrum. Some additional re~uction of
the background levels in the remaining E787 data
may. be possible, but the major focus will shift to
the new E949 experiment, which has si~ificantly
enhanced photon veto capabilities that will fur-
ther suppress this background. In addition, the
next experiment after E949, CKM at FNAL, will
be essentially free of this background si$ce there
is no stopping target. ,,

3. CURRENT PROGRAM

The current high energy physics program at
BNL consists of one experiment: E949,- A mea-
surement of the branching ratio B (K~ -+ T+VP ).
This’ is’ the fnist of the “AGS-2000” experiments” tci
be approved and is to be funded by DOE’for 6000

,,,
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Figure 2. Event display for the second
K+ -+ T+up event, dkicovered in the E787 data
sample from 1998. The upper left shows an end
view of the detector. The top right shows an ex-
p&ded view of the ta,.get region, with a view of
the digitized pulse in the fiber where the kaon
stopped in the lower right. The lower left shows
the digitized n+ -+ p+ decay signal in the scin-
tillator where the pion stopped.

hours, of running beginning ig 2002. Unfortu-
nately; the FY02 run will fall substantially short
of the planned running time, so the expectation
is that E949 will need to run beyond FY03.

3.1. E949
E949 is an upgraded version of the E787 ex-

periment, planning to capitalize on the full AGS
beam to collect K++ T+VD data at 14 times the
rate of the E787 run in 1995. The new detector
has substantially upgraded photon veto capabil-
ities, enhanced tracking, triggering, monitoring,
and DAQ capability, and will run at a higher AGS
d~ty factor and a lower kaon momentum (with
an increased fraction of useful, stopped kaons).
It has been designed to reach a sensitivity of at
least 5 times beyond E787 and observe of 5-10
SM events. The background level for E949 mea-
surement of B (I@ -4-ir+W )’ above the KX2‘peidi ‘”
is reliably projected from E787 data to be ~10~0
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Figure 3. Constraints on At from
B(K+ +X+UO ), AMBd f AMB= and B: +~K~ .
The experimental measurements for
AMBd /AMB= and K+ -+ n-+vT are 90yo CL
limits and for AMBd /AMB= is a 95% CL limit.
The theoretical uncertainties in all of these modes
are small. A measurement of K;+ n“v~ will
provide a constraint on ImAt.

of the Standard Model signal.
E949 should see up to 10 SM events (or 20

events at the branching ratio measured by E787)
within the next couple of years. This is an ex-
citing opportunity to make a significant contri-
bution to quark mixing and CP-violation that
should be fully exploited. A history of the
search for K+ -+ m+VDis shown in Figure 4. The
next step towards a precision measurement of
B (K+ -+ m+VD ) will be the CKM experiment a.t
FNAL. CKM has been given scientific (Stage-
1) approval by FNAL and could be running by
2007. CKM plans to use a novel techniclue for
K++ T+r/V: a decay in flight experiment, with
redundant kinernatic constraints from a reason-

.
ably coni%nt iona~m~mentnm spectrometer and a‘
novel velocity spectrometer based on RICH coun-
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Figure 4. History of the search for K+ -+ T+VD .
The squares represent 90’% CL limits, the dark
circles are the E787 observation of K++ r+ VP ,
and the projections of the current BR to the pro-
posed E949 and CKM sensitivities. The predic-
tion from the standad model is expected to nar-
row considerably once B~—~ mixing has been
observed.

ters. CKM expects to observe 100 SM signal
events in a two year run, using Main Injector
pulses not needed by the Tevatron. CKM will
require less than 20% of the flux from the Main
Injector, but will require a slow extracted spill
of WI second. Figure 4 shows a projected mea-
surement of B(K+ + n+vti ) from CKM, assum-
ing the current branching ratio.

4. FUTURE PLANS

Other HEP experime.nt.s that are under con-
sideration to run at the AGS include addi-
tional running for measurement c)f g-2 of the
muon, a search for muon to electron conversion
(MW!()) and a search for and measurement I-.:
the K; -+ m’u~ branching ratio (K(IPIO). The
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National Science Board of the National Science
Foundation (NSF) has has approved th6,construc-
tion of the two new large experiments: “KOPIOand
MECO, as components of the Rare Symmetry Vi-
olation Proposal (RSVP). RSVP is planned to be
one of the next Major Research Equipment con-
struction projects at the NSF.

4.1. KOPIO
The KOPIO experiment is designed to discover

the K~ -+ ITOVFdecay and measure its branching
ratio to N20Y0. KOPIO will make use of a time-
of- ff?ght technique to measure the momentum of
the KL and will operate at a large targeting an-
gle to improve the pK resolution and soften the
neutron spectrum to reduce n-” hadroproduction.
KOPIO will have a substantial photon veto sys-
tem and make the same sort of background mea-
surements as E787, directly from the data, with
two independent tools for attacking the major

-–-background; K~ ~ XOTO, through boti cinemat-
ics and photon veto. KOPIO expects-too bserve 50
SM events, with a background of 50%: Thk will
allow a determination of -fm~t to 10%; KOPIO is,.
expected to start data collection in -2006.

5. CONCLUSIOIV

The next decade will be an exciting time
for improved understanding of CP-violation and
quark mixing. It is quite likely :that pre-
cise measurements of all four “Golden Modes”
will be made: B;-+ ~Kg at the B-factories,
AMBa /AillB~ most likely at the Tevat,ron, and
K -+n-viJ at BNL, KEK and FNAL. These mea-
surements will allow a precise determination of
CKM parameters and provide a critical test of
the SM picture of CP-violation. :
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